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A semiempirical method is presented for calculating the pitch- 
moments and forces for bodies of revolution ticlined at moderate angles 
of attack at low Mach numbers. Ih this method the transverse forces on 
a forward portion of the body are calculated from potential-flow consid- 
erations. The transverse forces on the rema- portion of the body are 
estimated by relating the local transverse force for the ticlined body 
to the drag force for a circular cylinder Fn a manner similar to that 
used in NACA BM AgI26, 1949. However, this somewhat arbitrary procedure 
of employing the cylinder4rag force only over the rearward portion of 
the body differs from the approximate method given ti EACA RM WI26 in . 
which the cylinderiirag forces are added to the transverse forces derived 
from potentfal-flow considerations along the entire length of the body. 
For the method presented herein, an emptiically derived curve based upon 
experimental pitchfng- t results is given fromwhich an estimate can 
be made of the portion of the body for which potential theory should be 
applied. 
The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of 15 bodfes of 
revolution with fineness ratios ranging from 4.0 to 12.5 .were calculated 
by the method of this report, by the method of EACA BMAgI26, and by 
potential theory. The results of these calculations sre compared with 
experimental data. The pitchin@; moments calculated by the method of this 
report gave the best agreement with the expermntal data for nearly all 
the bodfes. The agreementwiththe experimentallift and dragcharac- 
teristics as givenby the method of this report was generally as good as 
that given by EACA EM AgI26. 
Cue of the ffrst attempts to utilize potentfal theory for the esti- 
mation of the aerodynamLc forces and moments for bodLes of revolution 
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was made by Munk in connection with his work on airship8 (reference 1). . 
Several other investigators have developed similar methods which gFve 
essentially the same results (references 2 and 3). It has been shown -' 
(references 4 and 5) that for the expanding porticn of the body at an 
angle of attack these methods give an accurate prediction of the trans- 
verse forces. However, for the contracting portion of the body where 
the effects of viscosity become Important, the predicted transverse 
forces do not agree with experiment. In reference 6 an approxtite 
theory to account for the effects of viscosity was developed for inclined 
bodies of revolution. 'This approxixmte theory.results insatisfactory 
agreePlent between the predicted and,e~erimenta&lJft and drag forces. -- 
However, the agreement between the eqper-tal and theoretical pitch- 
moments is not as favorable, since the longitudinal distribution of 
the transverse load is not accurately represented by the method of 
reference 6. 
The purpose of the present investigation was to combine the potep 
tial theory and the viscous cross-flow theory in a manner which would 
permit a more accurate prediction of the lox-speed pitching moments of 
bodies of revolution. The semiempirical method thus derived is also 
applied to the prediction of the lift and drag forces. 
NOTATION 
CD drag coefficient 
(s.4 
increase in body drag coefffcient above that at 
an angle of attack of zero degrees 
Cd C section drag coefficient of a circular cylinder 
normalto air stream 
drag/unit length 
2qr > 
(See fig. 1 for data taken from references 7 to 10.) 
% 
cm 
lift coefficient 
pitch-mentcoefficient pitch- moment 
sv 
k2 - kl difference between the transverse and longitudinal 
apparent mass coeffFcient8 
(See fig. 2 for data taken from reference XL.) 
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a 
V 
tl 
body length, feet 
L fineness ratio - 
( > a0 
free-stream mc pressure, pounds per square foot 
local body radius, feet 
maximumbody radius, feet 
cross Reynolds mmiber 
2rVosina 
Y > 
crosaaectional area norm1 to the longittiinal axis 
of a body at any longitudinal station, square feet 
body volume, cubic feet 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
longitudinal. distance frombody nose, feet 
longitudhal.distance frambody nose to point at 
which dS/aX. has a maximum negative value, feet 
longitudinal distance frombody nose to -t axiS> 
feet 
longitudinal distance &om body nose over which potential- 
flow theory is used tithe method of this report 
angle of attack, degrees or radfans 
kinematic tiscosity, feet squared per second 
ratio of the drag coefficient of a circular cylinder of 
finitelengthto that for a cyllsder of inf5nite length 
(See fig. 3 for data taken from reference 12.) 
AIwLYsIs 
A study of the low-speed pressure distribution of two ticlined 
bodies with greatly different nose contours (mdels 1 and 13 of.fig. 4) 
indicated that the transverse forces acting on the expanding portions of 
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these bodies agreed well wFth those predicted by potential theory. 
However, for the contracting portions of these bodtes where the effects 
of viscosity become more ~rtant, the transverse forces predicted by 
potential theory dfd not agree with experiment, (see references 4 and 5). 
It was reasoned, therefore, that one possible method for obtaining good 
agreement between the predicted and experFmental pitching moments would 
be to assume potential flow over only a forward portion of the body and 
viscous flow for the remainder of the body. The viscous cross flow, 
simflar to that experienced on a cfrcular cylinder in a real fluid, was 
assumed in a manner parallel to that used in reference 6. These assump- 
tions differ from those made in reference 6 in which the viscous cross 
force was added to the transverse force given by potential theory at 
each longitudinal station. 
. 
The pitching-moment, lift, and drag coefficients can be expressed 
in equation form& for the method of this report as follows: 
Cm = ‘-- 2 -1*-- v J 
- 5: (.%-Xx) 
0 
cL = (k&)3’ x0 d& d, -: 
?J+v-- 
I 
9cs‘ PL . 
(v, 2/3 s 0 dx .-. a0 . 
CD = (k2-J+a2 
s 
=O 2a3 L 
(VP/3 0 
$3x+- 
(v)2/3 xo qrCd-Cdx s 
(3) - 
The factors cdct k2-k1, and I-J (assumed to be a function of the 
fiaeness rat-lo of a full-length body) may be found in figures 1, 2, 
and 3, respectively. The angle of attack, a, is measured in radians. 
The above equations are sWLl.ar to those given ti reference 6 with 
the followzing exceptions: 
1. The limits of integration differ from those given in reference 6. 
The first term of each equation (the term given by potential theory) 15 
- 
tiecause of the empirical nature of the method, equations (l), (2), and ' * 
(3) are given in simplified form for which the folJ.owWg assumptions 
havebeenmade: (a) Costrt35 of angles have been replaced by unity 
and sines of angles, by angles in radians. (b)The lift component . 
of the viscous axial force has been neglected in equation (2) because 
the inclusion of this component would change the total lift a . 
negligible munt. 
, 
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integrated only to xot the distance determincsd from an empirically 
derived relation given in figure 5 which will be d.iscussed hereinafter. 
The second term of the equations (the term derived from cylinder drag 
considerations) is integrated only o&r the remainaer of the body from 
q to the tail end. 
2. The first term of equation (3) is greater by a factor of 2 than 
the corresponding term of the equation for drag coefficient given in 
reference 6. The change was introduced by differences in the derivation. 
This term of the.equation given herein was derivedby considering the 
drag increment from potent1sJ. theory to be equal to the transverse force 
given by Munk in reference I multiplied by the angle of attack. Thfs 
was found to be a gocd approximationby compsrfng the product of the 
experimental lift coefficient and the angle of attack (in radians) tith 
the increment of experimental drag coefficient shown In ffgure 6.for the 
15 bodies of revolution. 
ExperimRntal data for 15 bodies of revolution were analyzed through+ 
out the angle-of-attack range from 0 o to 20° to determine the portion of 
the body for which potential theory should be employed to attain opt- 
agreement between the calculated and experimental pitching moments. 
Sketches and pertinent dWensFonal data for the models used in the 
analysis (obtained from references 13 through 20 and unpublished data) 
are presented in ffgure 4 and table I. It was found that the longitp 
dinal distance x. (the limit of fntegration in equations (11, (2), and 
(3)) could be correlated with the longitud.inal statian on the body at 
which the rate of change of cros-ectional area with longitudm dis- 
tance has amaxmnegat1ve value. The results of this correlation 
are shown in figure 5 with the computed lins of regressfon. This line 
of regression is defined as a lti fnr which the sum of the squares of 
the deviations (the d-ifferences between the line and the fndividnal 
points) is a minimum. It will be shown that by use of this line of 
regression satisfactory agreement can be obtained between calculated 
and experimental pitching moments. The equatfac for the line of 
regression in figure 5 is 
x, - = 0.378 + 0.527 z L (4) 
a. The experimsntal lift, drag, and pitch3ng-moment coefficients for , 15 bodies of revolution are compared with the characteristfce calculated 
by the method of this report in f e 6. For the calculations, equa- 
tion (4) was used to determine Also, to simplify the calculations * 
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a constant value of cylinder drag coefficient of 1.2 was used, as the 
cross Reynolds nu&ers for the rearwrz d portions of the bodies were less 
thanthe criticalReynoldsmn&er for a circular cylinder. The char- 
acteristics calculated by the method of reference 6 and by potential 
theoryare al.50 showninfigure 6. 
, 
The pitch- nt coefficients calculated by t&e method proposed 
herein are in closest agreement with the experimental data, for the 
moment reference centers shown in figure 6, with the exception of the 
data for model 14. These moment centers correspond to those for which 
the experimental data were presented in references 13 to 20. Both 
potential theory and the method of reference 6 tend to overestimate the 
pitch-t coefficients. The method proposed herein amars to give 
the best agreement with the slope of the experimental pitching+noment 
curve at the lower angles of. attack. It is possible that better agree- 
ment could have been realized at the higher angles of attack provided 
that x0 had been allowed to mve forward along the body with increas- 
ing angle of attack. 
The method proposed herein, in general, gives as good agreement with 
the experimental lift and drag coefficients as.the method of reference 6. 
This evidence is not sufficient, however, to indicate which of these two 
methods gives the best agreemnt with the lift and drag characteristics 
for specific -tyRes of bodies. 
To indicate the relative contribution of each psrt of the equations 
for lift and pitch- nt coefficient, the potential term5 of equations 
(1) and (2) were cahiktea and the results are also shown in figare 6. ' 
It can be seen that the contribution of the potential term is the major 
psrtofthe total for lift and for pitching+uomen t coefficient. 
The potential temn of equation (1) for pitching -nt coefficient 
can be considered as consisting of a moment coefficient due to'lift and. 
a Wment coefficient due to a couple. These moment coefficients were 
calculatedandthe results 5re presented infigure 7 for naodelsland 5, 
which have greatly different nose contours and fineness ratios. It 
should be noted that the Largest portion of the calculated pitching- 
moment coefficient is derived from the moment couple which is independent 8 
of mmeneeference center. 
An indication of the adequacy of representation of the longitudinal 
distribution of load by the method of this report can be obtained by 
considering the pitching- nt coefficients given in figure 6 about a ' 
different mmentieference center. Therefore, the- calculated aad exper- 
imental pitch-men-t coefficients for all the models are shown in 
figure 8 with the momentieference centers trassferred 0.25L from the - 
locations given in figure 6. This transfer does not affect the aseemt 
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of mments predict& by the proposed method with the experimental data, 
except for node1 9 for which the method of reference 6 is shown to give 
the better agreement. These comp5xison5 indicate that.the longitudinal 
distribution of load proposed 3n this report, although based on sn 
I arbitrary cotiination of potential theory and viscous cros-flow theory, 
results in improved accuracy for calculating the low-5peea pitch- 
moment coefficients for inclined bodies of revolution. 
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